
Cleaning combs and brushes 

Time to tidy up! 

How to clean your soiled 

combs and brushes   

  

It can be so easy to forget the maintenance of your brushes and combs at home. 

Here are some steps to help you clean and care for you combs and brushes at 

home. 

 1. Gather all your combs and brushes. 

 2. Take a medium tooth comb and from the base of the brush put the comb in and 

pull up to remove the hair and soil from the brush head. 

 3. Remove the hair from the comb and place in trash can.   

 4. Once hair is removed from combs and brushes. fill your sink with hot water and 

soap. I like dawn, because it will remove oil and dirt easily. Let them sit for a few 

minutes. this is so the detergent can begin to loosen the oil, dirt and debris.   

  

 5. If you have two brushes use both to scrub each other. If you have one brush use 

the comb by rubbing it back and forth over the head of the comb until you can see 

the bottom of the brush is clean. Then use the brush to clean the comb or it you 

have a small tooth comb use a small brush like a tooth brush to clean in between 

the teeth. Rinse in warm water and towel dry. Let your comb and brush completely 

dry before use.      

  

Clean at least once a month. If you use lots of gels, mouse or lotions. Clean weekly 

This is basic maintenance FYI. 

 
 

  
Maintaining Beautiful Makeup Brushes 

 

How to clean and beautify your Makeup brushes 

Do you want to keep your makeup brushes for the long haul? This means giving 

your makeup brushes regular love and care. Keeping your makeup brushes free 

from dirt, dust, oils and old makeup is am must. Soiled brushes can cause your 

skin to become irritated and breakout. So here is what you can do. 



1. Find a cup or a bowl deep enough for your makeup brush fibers to be 

totally immersed. 

2. Fill cup with warm soapy water. 

3. Put all brushes into warm soapy water and let soak for a few minutes. 

Maybe 5 to 15 min. 

4. Remove brushes one at a time and clean under running water with soap. 

Gently lather brush with soap and rinse with warm water until brush rinses 

clear. 

5. Pat dry brush and shape brush into original form. Let completely dry 

(sometimes overnight). 

Once dry, your brush should be softer and fluffier. Depending on how much you 

use your makeup brushes. Clean at least once a month. If you don’t use your 

brushes often remember to put them in a case or find some way to wrap them 

up. This will protect them from everyday dust and dirt. This is basic maintenance 

of your makeup brushes. 

 

Cleaning your blow dryer filter 

 

How to keep your blow dryer filter refreshed. 

It’s Spring cleaning time! 

Blow dryer filters can really pull into itself lots of dirt and dust. Here is an easy 

way to maintain your blow dryer to get the maximum performance and longevity.  

1. Remove the filter from the dryer or in case your dryer filter does not come 

off, clean with a small brush and wipe clean with a cloth. 

2.  If your filter can be removed clean the plastic filter by running under warm 

water.  

3. Usually they will have a cover and if so, clean the cover with a small soft 

brush and warm water.  

4. Rinse and pat dry. Let dry overnight and reattach. You are now ready to go. 

5. Clean filter as needed. Depends on how much you use your dryer. This is 

basic maintenance for your blow dryer.  


